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ABSTRACT 
The experimental investigation was conducted to determine temper-
ature distribution and convective beat tra~sfer coefficients in terms of 
Nusselt number for an inclined heated flat plate in air. The heated sur-
face of the aluminum flat plate was set facing upward and moved through 
seven positions from the vertical to the horizontal. The investigation 
shows that the local Nusselt number can be predicted by Kierkus's solution 
within 12 per cent for inclination angles from the vertical through 75° 
from the vertical. In the case of the vert~cal position, Eckert's solu-
tion gives a better prediction. 
For the horizontal position the results show good agreement with the 
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specific heat at constant pressure 
accel.eration of gravity 
convective heat transfer coefficient 
convective heat transfer coefficient 
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When a heated surface is placed in a fluid at a higher or lower 
temperature than that of the surface, the temperature difference between 
the heated $Urface and the flu:Lti w:ll.l cause a density gradient in the 
fluid, al·cm.g the axis perpeod1.cu1ar· t:o the surface. This will result in 
a buoyant force and free convection heat transfer will occur. 
There is no doubt that free convection heat transfer must have 
existed even before the solar system was born, but the first scientific 
observation of free convection from a .heated sur:face was made in 1817 
by :Dulong and Peti.tc[l)*. 't'oday, free convection heat transfer is of 
great concern in many engineering and scientific fields. 
Free convection heat transfer from a heated flat plate is the basic 
problem under investigation. Most of the publisb.ed papers related to 
free convection from a flat plate deal only with two positions of the 
flat plate - horizontal and vertical. A few researchers have investi-
gated free convection from an inclined surface, but much remains to be 
done in this area. 
The purpose of this investigation was tQ detePDine the effect of 
angular position of a heated flat plate in air (hot side facing upward) 
on the convective heat transfer. The exper±mental results also are 
compared to those predicted by various theoretical and empirical methods. 
*:Num'bers in brackets indicate ref~rences listed in the Bibliography .. 
2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
There are four methods of determ~ning heat transfer by free con-
vection. They are: 
1. Dimensional analysis combined with experiments. 
2. Boundary layer concept or the differential equation method. 
3. Boundary layer approximation concept or the int.egral 
equation method. 
4. Analog solution. 
All analytical work is based on a set of equations, namely, the 
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In 1879 Oberbeck [2] simplified the above equations for the two 
dimensional vertical case, by setting F 1 = -lf, F 2 = 0. He also put 
P = p (1-ae), which implied th~t .£Q. = - p ·13~e and if P = - p gx + P', 0 oX 0 oX 0 
equations (1), (2), and (3) become 
(4) 
3 
t ] t2. 2j. ' au u . .· u au p P u - + v ~. = Bg P e + 11 ~ + - - ..a!:.:.. 0 ~x ~y . 0 2 ~ 2 ax 
to . . · o a 8 J . t 2 · · :~ e~ o Y pc u_aa+v-.=k..a.....a+--
o p ax ay ax2 ay2 
(5) 
(6) 
A solution as a power series in S is obtained which does not f~lll 
within the scope of this review. 




p cue 0 p 
2 
= kL (d 26) 
dy 
This development was based on the assumptions that: 
(7) 
(8) 
(1) p, c , 11 p 
and k for air do not change with temperature, (2) air is a Newtonian 
fluid, (3~ air rigidly follows the kinetic theory of gases, (4) air is 
perfectly diatomic, (5) air moves only upwards due to thermal convection, 
(6) the movement of the air is entirely in streamline. 
Solution of Equation (7) and (8) lead to an expression for the 
average Nusselt number as 
(9) 
According to the method of dimensional analysis, Nusselt [4], in 
1915, made the first presentation of heat transfer data in dimension-
less fo.rm as 
Nu = f(GrPr) (10) 
where the dimension1ess numbers are based on the surface and ambient 
fluid conditions. 
4 
Later, in 1942, Jacob anti Hawldns [5] went further with Nusselt 1 s 
expression, and found that 
(11) 
where c, n and m are constants. 
It is seen that, according to the theory of Lorenz, C = 0.548 and 
.n = m ~ 1/4 for the average Nusselt number, N~. 
In 1922 Griffiths and Davis [6] deteooined the velocity and temper-
ature distributionsclose to a vertical plate in which the surface temper-
ature was kept uniform. The authors concluded that the air nearest the 
plate was not carrying away the heat fram.the upper part of the surface, 
but merely transmitting it to the outer layers which carried it away. 
Later on, Schmidt [7] showed that the velocity near the surface increased 
wi'th the distance frpm the .surrface, until a certain distance, the velocity 
attained a max~ value and then decreased with further increase in the 
distance. 
In 1930 Schmidt and Beckmann [11], in cooperation with E. Pohlhausen, 
solved the Oberbeck's equations in less pr~itive form 
au+h=o 
ax ay (12) 
au+ au 
== ase + 
a 2u (13) u - v 
"2" ax ay 
ay 
ae ae a2e (14) u-+v - == ~ ax ay 
ay 
Poh1hausen introduced the .stream function, \jl as u == :;,v = li 
- ax' 
and the new variable~= A xrys. The authors found that if s = -1/4; 
5 
2 2 1/4 
r = 1; A = (gl3p /4 1J ) and Equation (12) is satisfied by ljJ introduction, 
then Equation (13) and Equation (14) became 
f''' + 3 f f''- 2 f' 2 + g = 0 
g'' +3Pr£g' =0 
where f and g are functions of ~· 
The boundary condition which satisfy these equations are 
f = £' = 0; g = 1 for ~ = 0 
f ' == f' ' :::;; 0; s. == 0 for ~ == QO 
(15) 
'(16) 
It follows from the above equations that the temperature and velocity 
distributions can be expressed in terms of y/x1 / 4 , in accord with the 
experimental measurements by Schmidt and Beckmann for a short vertical 
plate. The authors also found that 
Nu == 0.39 (Gr Pr) 1/ 4 
X X 
(17) 
For the average Nusselt number 
-. . 1/4 -N~ = 0.52 (GrLPr) (18) 
According to a theoretical investigation of Kimball and King [18], 
which is based on their experimental observation, the best agreement of 
the experimental data with Equation (11) is obtained when the physical 
properties of the convected fluid are evalUcated: at the mean temperature, 
T , between the surface and the free stream. In the same year King [9] 
m 
·correlated his own data for short vertical plate (1/2 to 12 inch). He 
found that 
N~ == 0.13 (GrLPr)1 / 3 (19) 
6 
for GrLPr 7 to 101~ = 3.5 X: 10 
and 
N~ = 0.55 (GrLPr) 1 / 4 (20) 
for GrLPr = 104 
7 to 3.5 x 10 • 
In 1935 and 1936, Weise [15] and Saunders [20] correlated their data 
for a short vertical plate. They obtained the curve and equations to 
correlate their data. With this curve, McAdams [13] recommended 
N~ == 0.13 (GrLPr)l/J (21) 
for GrLPr 
. 9 
= 10 to 1012 
and 
N~ == 0.59 (GrLPr) 1 / 4 (22) 
for GrLPr == 104 to 109 • 
Meanwhile, the problem of free convection on a horizontal plate was 
also studied. In 1916, Rayleigh [21] observed that when the value of 
GrPr for a horizontal flat plate (heated surface facing upward) was 
changed, the convection currents suddenly became turbulent as GrPr ex-
ceeded a certain value. The product of Grashof and Prandtl numbers, 
GrPr, was later named the Rayleigh number, Ra. 
In 1935 Weise [15] studied the temperature distribution for a square 
plate in the horizontal position. Five years later Kraus [16] observed 
both the temperature and velocity fields .• A summary of their results 
shows that 
(1) for a heated, .~urface . facin& d~a~" orderly JnOtio.n of air 
is Qbserved to fi:rst approa(:h the plate .~:ad then move outward 
toward the edge, 
7 
(2) for a heated surface facing upward~ random vortices are 
observed, 
(3) the value of convective heat transfer coefficient, h, is not 
the same over the surface of the plate, the maximum occurs at 
the plate edge, 
(4) the highest velocity occurs near the plate edge. 
Fischenden and Saunders [17] correlated data from a horizontal square 
5 10 plate, heated surface facing upward, in the range of Ra = 10 to 3 x 10 • 
The authors recommended 
for Ra 
and 
Nu = 0.27 (Ra} 114 
X 
the laminar range, 
Na = 0;.~4 (Ra) 1 / 3 
X 
for Ra = 2 x io7 to 3 x ib10, the turbulent range. 
(23) 
(24) 
It has been observed that in most of the cases, as long as the flow 
is not turbulent, the constants n and m in Equation (11) are equal to 
. ' 
0.25 and become 0.33 when the process is turbulent. The value of the 
constant C in Equation (11) has been found to vary with the geometry of 
the convector and the type of flow. Bosch's analysis [22], interpreted 
by Saunders [ 23] , shows that C increase~ with Prandtl number and be-
comes independent of Prandtl number when the P~9-ndtl'number exceeds 5. 
'Touloukian, et.al. [24] working with avertical plate in the region 
of Frandtl number equal'to 2.4 to ll.S and Ray1~igh number equal to 
4 .. x 1010 to 9 x 1011 , observed that ri. and m are not equa1. They also 
8 
observed that h tends to become independent of x as turbulence in-
creases. 
In 1948~ Eckert and Soehngen [19] obtained photographs which illustrate 
important features of free convection. They observed free convection from 
flat plates, cylinders and composite shapes in air by means of a Mach-
Zehnder optical interferometer. This instrument produces interference 
fringes which are recorded by a camera. The fringes are the result of 
density gradient9 caused by temperat~re gradients in gases. The spacing 
of the fringes is a direct measure of the density distribution~ which :is 
related to the temperature distribution.. For vertical flat plates, the 
authors found that the results are in good agreement with the equation 
Nu = 0.39 (Ra).1 / 4 
X 
(25) 
Three years later the same authors~ using the method of Squire [25]~ 
namely, the integral equation method, derived a solution for vertical 
plates. The result of this effort was 
Nu = 0.508 Pr112 co.952 + Pr)-l/4 (Gr ) 1 / 4 
X X 
(26) 
Using a Prandtl number of 0.72 for air, the above equation can be 
simplified to 
Nu = 0.379 (Gr ) 114 
X X (27) 
Up to 1952, the classical problem in the case of free convection 
on a vertical flat plate, may be regarded as completely solved as in-
dicated in the summary work of Ostrach [26]. The author made an analysis 
under the -prime assumption that the relative temperature difference, 
T - T , is small. Velocity and temperature distributions for Prandtl w 00 
9 
numbers of 0.01, 0.72, 0.733~ 1, 2, 10, 100 and 1000 were computed. 
It showed very good agreement with the exper~ental results made by Schmidt 
and Beckmann [11] and Eckert ~d Soe~ngen [19], for air, Prandtl number 
of 0.72. The author also mentioned that the Grashof number was the prin-
cipal factor determining the type of flow and that for large Grashof numbers 
the flow was of the boundary layer type. 
Most of the invest.igators determined the problem of free convection 
on a flat plate in the vertical and horizontal positions, but only a few 
paid attention to the problem of the inclined flat plate. Possibly 
Tantz [27] is the first one who worked on this problem. The author 
measured the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, from a square plate 
at various angles of inclination. He found that if ~ and hv represent 
the value of the convective heat transfer coefficient for the horizontal 
and vertical positions~ respectively, then 
h == ~ + (hv - ~) 4! o (28) 




for cf> == oo to 45°. 
In 1953 Rich [28] performed an experimental investigation using a 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer to determine the local convective heat transfer 
coefficient· on vertical and inclined plates. He also set out to verify 
the analytical analysis that vertical plate conductance could be modified 
to.predict inclined plate conducq!.nce. The author used an aluminum 
flat plate, 4 x 16 x 1/8 inch. The plate was tested for a range of 
.• 
* The inclination angle, cf>~ was measured with respect to the vertical 
position. 
10 
Grashof number of 106 to 109 ~ Vertical and four positions of the in-
clined plate up to ~ = 40° were studied, while the temperature difference 
of the surface to the surrounding was 200°F to 260°F. The temperature 
distribution was plotted in dimensionless form. The local convective 
heat transfer coefficient was computed in terms of the local Nu.s.selt 
number and plotted against Rayleigh number. The author also modified 
Equation (26) in the case of the inclined plate as 
Nu = 0.508 Pr112 (0.952 + Pr)-114 (Gr cos ~) 1/4 
X X 
(30) 
Using a Prandtl number of 0.684* for air, Equation (30) can be 
simplified to 
Nu = 0.371 (Gr cos cp)l/4 • 
X X 
(31) 
Rich used Equation (31) to compare with the results of his experi-
ment. He observed that the inclined plate convective heat transfer 
coefficient can be predicted to within 10 per cent using the modified 
vertical convective heat transfer coefficient, taken from Equation (31). 
The dimensionless convective heat transfer coefficient, or local Nusselt 
number, for the vertical plate is modified by multiplying the local 
Grashof number by the cosine of the inclination angle. Rich further 
noted that the close correlation between his data and the modified Eckert 
and Soehng en's equation justified the existence of local values of the 
dimensionless groups. 
Before 1964, most of the analytical studies on laminar free con-
vection heat transfer were based on laminar boundary-layer equations 
* This is the Prandtl number for air in the range of temperature 
investigation (300°F). 
11 
which are physica1ly only adequate for large Grashof numbers. More 
precisely, they represented asymptotic solutions to the complete Navier-
Stokes, continuity and energy equations for Grashof numbers approaching 
infinity. 
Furthermore, it can also be seen that the comparison of the 
classical Pohlhause,JIJ. solut:iO"n. for free convection along a vertical 
plate and the detailed experimental data of Schmidt and Beckmann [11], 
as.shown by Ostrach [26], is excellent. Although the experimental 
dimensionless temperature profiledo fall on a single curve as predicted 
by the boundary-layer solution, the corresponding velocity profiles 
show signif:lcAn.:t 'atid consistent deviations from the theoretical curves. 
This program challenged Yang and Jerger [31] to determine a more 
accura~e solution. Develop_ing a perturbation analysis, which utilized 
the c~~ssical boundary-layer solution as the z~roth-order approximation, 
.~ ~ 
they calculated the f;lr~t-order l?erturba_tion for velocity and temp~rature 
fields in detail for Prandtl numbersof. 0.72 and 10.0. The velocity and 
temperaturefdistributions were determined to be 
'"~ . 
L .[ ]'· .... !/2 . . + Grx -1/4 12 ;(~) .(4x)-3/4 _r11"4 f' (n) 
v 4x Gr~. .. u = F' (n) ~ 
a = H(n) + Gr 
X 
-1/4 12 'F(eo) -3/4 oo 
(4x) L 
m=O 
where f(n) is a 4,:i;qlen$,:10~~ bo~da,n,;l;t¥~;t" .. str~am f\lJaCtion, 
(32) 
' (33) 
~(n) is a, .. ,§i.:menS.-~onles,s bo~ilTU~l-~e-.; -~~~~ature funct;l~n, , , .· 
12 
f(n) and f (n) are functions o~ n introduced in Equation (23) of 
m . 
the authors' paper, ,. ' 
e (11) is a function of n introduced in Equation (24) of the authors' m 
paper. 
From Equat~on (33), the loqal.Nusselt number can be computed as 
Nux =JH' (o)J [G~l./4 + 3 F;~) m~[x:m++l.~4 e'm(a)J (34) 
where H' (0) == -0.546 and -.1:.1694. for Prandt1 numbe:rsof 0.72 and 10.0, 
respectively. The authors also found the value of -e'(O) form== 1 to 
' , , m 
10 as shown in Table I. 
' 
The temperkture and vetl.oci ty distri.butiots show 'good agreement wi. th 
the boundary-layer theory and with available experimental results. 
In 1965 Yung [32] per£brmed an exper~ent to determine temperature 
' l 
profiles for free convectiO'p. on an,=4J,cli.ned fl~t plate, Jleated surface 
' ;<,I· .. '~~ 
facing downward. Using a · c'opper-constantan thermocoupl.e, the temperature 
d:L$~:r_ibut,:i,oR was: .easured. direc t1y. The temperature field was measured 
in,~etail: 'tcr··P~andt1 number of 0. 72 and incllnat:ion angles of cp == 0°,. 
the. temperatu~.e profile f;rQJD his work .with Scbmdclt and Bec!Qnann' s work, 
wi~ good .agre~ent. The temperature p:ro£i.lEL:of every posit;.ion .of in-
cLinat;f.o:tt ~ngle had been plotted and COnu?ared. It can be seen that when 





-9 r (0) 
m 
m Pr = 0.72 Pr = 10.0 
0 0.1327 0.2210 
1 0.0889 0.1300 
2 0.0453 0.0660 
3 0.0245 0 .. 0350 
4 0.0140 0.0195 
5 0.0083 0.0117 
6 0.0051 0.0078 
7 0.0032 0.0049 
8 0.0021 0.0032 
9 0.0014 0 .. 0022 
10 0.0009 0.0015 
classical boundary-layer solution was used as the zeroth-order approxim.a-
tion and the author·found the first-order perturbation solution for the 
velocity and temperature fields. The distributions of both components 
of velocity field, namely, u and v, and temperature field, were calcu-
lated in detail for Prandtl numbers of 0. 72 and inclination angles of. 
cp·= 0°, :!:15°, :t'30°, :!:"45° and ±60°. The positive and negative signs of 
the inclination angle show the position of the inclined plate for the 
heated surface facing upward and downward, respectively. 
The temperature profile and the velocity component in the x-direction 
came out the same as Equation (33) ·and Equation (32). The velocity 
14 
component in the y-direction was also determined as 
L rGrxl-114v = n F'(n)- 3 F(n) + Gr-l/4 3 F(oo)(4x)-J/4J1Tnf'(n) + 
v t 4xj - x 1T T 
00 m+l/4 . ll 
.la : + 114 [nf;. (n) - (4m+l) £,. (n)J[ (35) 
Kierkus also determined that the local Nusselt number could be 
given by 
In order to test the validity of this theory:J an experiment was 
performed to measure the local velocity a_?.d temperature distribution by 
means of a Mach-Zehnder :i.nterferometer. The measurements were done in 
air, on a copper plate 25 x 25 em. Good agreement was found between the 
theoretical solution and the experimental results. 
Up to present time, the results of the present investigation sup-
plement the information previously available as discussed above. It is 
also expected to contribute significantly to the data available for free 





A photograph of the experimental apparatus and a line drawing of 
the test fixture are given as Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. The flat 
plate apparatus was designed to allow positioning at all inclined angles 
from vertical to horizontal positions with the hot surface either facing 
up or down. The test plate was heated by electrical resistance heating 
elements. Two T-type aluminum bars were employed to 'support the p'late, 
heaters and in~ulators. The main components. a~e. desc;.~ib.ed in the fol-
. ~ -' 
lowing sub -sections. 
· , . ._., _. 
Test Plai;~: An c;l11,1ID.inum alloy plate, 26 ;~ x· 7 x ',·~~' inch was used 
as a test plate. Al.uminl;;l!m was ·chosen because of i.ts high thermal con-
., "< 
.,i ~ . -~~ ,.· • _;· • r ' . ' • . -~. \: ' •• " ., 
ductivity wlf:t,~ d.l:l !i)ws ~ ; :~Q·r~ uniform temperature over tl:le entire sur-
. ·~T-·v-; /.,, .. ·.:· T·;:. ~ ~ , ;, 
face. The ho.t :~urfa:ee f:i~~.~ed · to 'tbe air ~-s. ±{).002 iJ\l.cll flat tolerance. 
' J,;·~· ". ' ' · ,:. ;~~ •· . '1. .; ' . J .', 
Eight holes, four on : ~~C:tf2;~~<l~,;~~e;.'of the ~J?ta;te·)~er·e drilled to accept 
, " ~ •.•l - '< --~ ... ;;.- r- • -;..1'1:"'~<:- ·-·- ; '·_.,. • -.~ . .:" " 
thermocouples (24 :Sii~e, ·B & S iron,.-coi:lst:antan) for .measuring the plate 
temperature. 
Temperature Measurement Device. A thermocouple (28 gauge B & S 
copper-constantan) was used to measure the temperature in the boundary 
layer. To minimize the influence of disturbances caused by insertion of 
the thermocouple into the boundary layer, this thermocouple was ground 
extremely fine. The hot junction has a diameter of less than 0.004 inch. 
This thermocouple was held by a i6 inch 0 .D. stainless steel tube 
and was attached rigidly at the end of the tube by an insulating plastic 
bracket. The steel tube was fitted into the motion-screw of the micro-
motion box with a force fit. The motion-screw matches a worm and gear 
set .in the micro-motion box. The positioning of the thermocouple was 
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Key to Fig. 2 
1. Aluminum test plate 
2. Electrical resistance heating elements 
3. Insulating board 
4. I-beam aluminum rail 
5. Hot junction of copper-cons tan tan thermocouple 
6. Mic~-motion box 
7 • ~lrmocoup1.e lead wires 
8. ·Guide bars 
9. Movable aras 
10. Base 




Cold junctiorn of thermocouple (:tc~·ll?th) 
14. Potentiometer 
















obtained by turning the d~al of the micro-motion box. Each turn of the 
dial results in a displacement of 0.00298 inch of the thermocouple. 
The micro-motion box can be moved easily along the length of the 
plate on the two I-beam rails while the rails can be moved across the 
width of the plate on. the guide bars (F_ig. 2 and Fig. 3). 
I 
Power Supply • Ten electrical resistance heating elements were 
located on the back of the test plate. They were series connected. 
A variable voltage transformer was placed in the electrical circuit. 
The electrical power to the heaters was controlled by adjusting the 
variable voltage · t;r art§former and was indicated ·on the wattmeter. A 7/8 
•• 1 .•. ,, ...... 
" ;, 
inch thick iri,$~a,~ltl~( 1$o~rd ,was } -ocat.ed a~ the back of the heaters • 
• ·: • • . .. j '. :·-;, " l-·~, ''t'1·. 
To reduce the he$ .. fl:Q:w throug~ tfi~: Jide of the test plate, 1/2 inch 
'"'- .... ' 
:.r~.;; .. ,··:. ,~~~~~ - . 
thick asbestes· boardwas used on .each side. 
• . · ' " >!.-
B. 
·,. 
The list . ·b .e!ow shQ.ws the essential steps of the test procedure for 
each inclinat:ton angle of the test pl~te •. 
•. 
1. The test plate was set inclined at the desired angle before 
power was supplied to the heater elements. By adjusting the 
variable voltage transformer, the electrical power was maintained 
at the predetermined wattage. At each wattage, the system was 
allowed to reach temperature equilibrium as indicated by steady 
state temperature reading from the plate thermocouples. 





3. The room temperature was recorded by a calibrated mercury-in-
glass thermometer. The test was run in an air conditioned room, 
so that the room temperature could be maintained relatively 
constant. 
4. The copper-constantan thermocouple which was used to measure 
the temperature distribution in the boundary layer was positioned 
at selected points along the plate. To prevent the long side 
edge effect, the measurement wa$ done at the center line along 
the lengtll. of the plate. 
5. A P+ecis~on potentiometer was used to record thermocouple emf. 
'Ihe t ·emperature distribution was measured from the surface of 
the plate to approximately 0.06 inch from the surface (about 
14 to 20 turns 0f the dial of the micro-motion box). 
6. 'The inclination angle was varied and the procedure indicated 
from Item 1 to 5 was repeated. 
C. Data Co11ection and Reduction 
According to Fourier's law of heat transfer, it can be seen that, 
Q = -k(..t!..) = he 
ayy=O w 
(37) 
The heat transfer by conduction from the plate through the very 
thin stagnant layer adjacent to the plate, is equated to the heat transfer 
by convection from the plate to the free stream of fluid. From this 
equation, the local Nusselt number can be defined as 
= hx = _ L (.a!.) 
k ew ay y.;,.O 
(38) 
Experimental determination of the local Nusse1t number depends on 
aT 
three factors; namely, x, ew and <ay)y=O" The first two factors can 
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be precisely measured. The third factor :i.s the derivative of temperature 
distribution with respect to y at y .... a •. 
To maintain high accuracy., air temperatures were recorded from the 
surface of the plate at each position for every two turns of the dial of 
the micro-motion box., until high temperature fluctuations were measured. 
For each inclined position, the data of temperature distribution 
was collected for various distances, x, from the leading edge. In the 
case of the plate in the horizontal position, only three sets of data 
were collected for i = 10, 12.5 and 15 inch. The temperature distribution 
data are shown in Appendix A. 
For two dimensional heat flow, temperature distribution is a function 
of x .atl!d y, or mathematically speaking · 
T = T(x,y)_ • (39) 
At a particular distance from the leading edge, x, Equation (39) 
yields 
T = T(y) • (40) 
To find the equation for best fit of the collected data, the method 
of least square was employed. The data was fed into an IBM Model 50 
Digital Computer system. This computer program is shown as Program 1, 
Appendix C. The result came out in the form: 
2 3 T = a + by + cy + dy (41) 
where a, b, c and d are constants for a particular value of x. 
Differentiating Equation (41) and setting y = O, yields 
dT (dy)y=O = b. 
It was found that b was always ~egative, so let 
23 
(42) 
b =-b1 (43) 
where b1 is positive number or b 1 = jbj 
Therefore Equation (38) can be written as 
Nu X = abl. X 
w 
(44) 
Using Equati.on (44)' the local Nusselt number was computed. The 
convective heat transfer coefficient also was computed by Equation (37), 
while the 
"][s(Tw-T~ )x3 
Rayleigh number was found by definition, namely, 2 Pr., 
v 
The value of k and gS/v2 were evaluated at the average t~mperature between 
surface and room temperatures. The results and ·!!omputer program (Pro-
gram 2) are shown in Appendix B and C, respectively. 
D. Radiation Effect Analysis 
The effect of heat transfer by radiation to the temperature 
measurement in boundary layer had been·evaluated. The radiative heat 
transfer occurred among three gray bodies, namely, the heated flat 
plate, the hot junction of the thermocouple and the surrounding. The 
hot junction of the thermocouple was assumed to be a small sphere 
whose diameter was 0.004 inch• 
.Writing an energy balance on the thermocouple with 
e = 0.2 p 
e ... 0.3 
t.c. 
T == 145 F 
Tw == 180F 
Z4 
T = 75 F, 
00 
the difference between the actual temperature and measured temperature 
was found to be less than 0.5 per cent or 0. 725 F. Therefore, the 
effect of the radiative heat transfer to the temperature measurement 
in the boundary layer can he neglected. 
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RESULTS 
The temperature distribution data are presented in Appendix A and 
the dimensionless temperature profile curves are shoWn in Fig. 4 through 
Ftg. 11. Approximately 500 data points were obtained. 
In order to correlate the results for the different positions of 
x and the different surface and room temperatures for a certain inclina-
tion angle of the plate, the curves of the temperature distribution for 
$ = 0° to 75° were plotted in dimensionless form. The ordinate, t;D, is 
the ratio of· the temperature difference between the temperature at a 
point in the boundary layer and room temperature, to the temperatur~ 
difference between surface and room temperature. The abscissa, n, is 
the dimensionless length co-ordinate which is a function of Grashof 
f.~ y 
number and is equal ~to~ 4 x • 
For the horizontal position,~= ~0°, it can be seen that the dis-
tance from the leading edge, x, does not ·effect the temperature distri-
bution. In this case the dimensionless temperature term,~, was plotted 
against the distance measured normally to the surface, y, in inches. 
The best fit curves of those data are also shown in each figure. 
Fig. 11 shows the comparison of the best fit curves of the temperature 
distribution for different inclination angles from the vertical position 
to ~ = 75°. It can be seen that the slope of the curve, :~ , decreases 
as the inclination angle, ~' increases. 
The final results of the convective heat transfer coefficient, the 
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Fig. 9 Dimensionless Temperature Distribution on Inclined 
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Temperature Dist:rib"Q.tion on Inclined Flat Plate 
. for $ = 0° to 75° 
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In Figs. 12 to 17 the local Nusselt numbers are platted~ on a ~og-log scale~ 
_against Rayleigh numbers from the vert~cal pos~t~on of~= 0° to 75°. 
The best f~t of these results are compared to those determined by Equa-
tion (27) and Equation (36) for the vertical plate position and to Equa-
tion (36) only for the inclined plate of <f> == 15° to 75°. Fig. 18 shows 
the comparison of the best fit curves O·f those from ~igs. 12 to 17. 
For the vertical plate position, as shown in Fig. 12~ excellent 
agreement is obtained with the Eckert solution~ Equation (27). The best 
fit of the experimental curves, in this caee, is 0.5 per cent less than 
and 4 · per cent sreater than the curves determined by Equation (27) and 
Equation (36). ~espect:Lvel.y. 
In the ease o£ the inclined plate from~-= 15° to 75°, the experi-
menta1 ~rves .~ Fig. 13 to 17 are within ±12 per cent of those predicted 
by Equat:lsm (36) • 
In general. Kierkus'ssolution, Equation (36), can be used to predict 
the behavior of the heat flow on an inclined flat plate, except for the 
limiting horizontal position. When <f> = 90°, the inclined plate in the 
horizontal position yields 
Nu = 3 F(~) L x e'(O) co em + 1/4 J 
x ~ m==O 4m + 1 m (45) 
It can be seen that the right hand side of Equati:on (45~ is equal 
to a constant. This i:mplies that the local Nusselt number is no longer 
a function of Grashaf number~ which disagrees with many previous in-
vestigations. In thi:s present work, Equation (24), recommended by McAdams 
[13], was used to compare the results. It showed good agreement within 
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It is known that the buoyant force causes the fluid flow in free 
convection. For an inclined flat plate, the buoyant force will be re-
solved into two components, one along the surface of the plate, and the 
other normal to the surface. They are equal to gBp6 cos ~ and.gSp6 sin~' 
respectively (see Fig. 19). 
Fig. 19 Buoyant Force on the Inclined Plate 




u av + v av "L.Y + gae sin ~ 
ax ay = ay2 
(46-B) 
For the inclined plate, it can ~e seen that y is not less than u 
as in the vertical plate case. When the inclination ang~e is increased 
the buoyant f0r.ce ~OD;lp.onent iJ:l.,the y-d.irection, gap,a sin <P, will increase. 
This, .itnplles that the buoyant layet: thickness will increase and it will 
result in a decreasing of the slope of the temperature distribution in 
agreement with the present work (see Fig. 11) •. 
As.suggested by Eichhorn [34], there are three discrepancies be-
tween experimental results and theoretical prediction •. The first one, 
43 
namely, the inadequacy of. the mathemat:lcal description, has already been 
partly explained by the perturbation solution of Kierkus 129]. There-
maining two causes, namely, (1) the influence of the fluid motion outside 
the boundary layer and (2) the influence of the geometry of the leading 
edge, have been explained by Brodowicz [30] for the vertical flat plate 
but have not been investigated for the inclined flat plate. 
In making the comparisons, it should be realized that there are 
many difficulties in reproducing the ideal situation assumed in the 
theoretical tre~tment. 
Ede [33] also pointed out some errors caused by experimental measure-
ment that, the infinite volume of fluid at a uniform temperature may be, 
in fact, a comparatively small bulk of fluid in a container. It may 
be difficult to attain a really steady state or to be sure that the 
temperature distributions measured are truly representative. 
The author found that the best fit of the results of the present 
work can be predicted by KierkusB-solution, Equation (36), within 12 
per cent, for inclination angles from 0° to 75°. However, Eckert's 
solution, Equation (27), gives better prediction in the case of the flat 
plate in the vertical position. 
·For the horizontal position, Equation (23) and Equation (24), are 
recommended for laminar and turbulent flows, respect:lvely. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The following general conclusions are drawn from the results of this 
investigation. 
(1) For an inclined heated flat plate in air, heated surface 
facing upward and the inclination angle are from 0° to 75°, 
it was observed that: 
(a) The slope of the curve of the temperature distribution, 
a~, decreases as the inclination angle,~, increases. 
an 
(b) The local Nusselt number can be predicted within 12 
per cent from Kierkus's solution. 
Nux = f-H' (O)·l [Grx ]1/4 3 F(oo) ~ [xm+l/4 am' (0)1 (36) L j ~ cos cJ~ + 1r ~o L<4m + 1) :J 
In the case of the plate in the vertical position, 
E~kert's solution gives the better prediction. 
Nu = 0.379 (Gr >114 X X (27) 
The limitation of the prediction is that the flow be 
laminar and two dimensional. 
(2) For the plate in the horizontal position, heated surface 
facing upward, Equation (23) and Equation (24) are recommended 
by the present author for laminar and turbulent flow, respectively. 
Nu = 0.27 (Ra) 114 
X 
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APPENDIX A 
Measured Temperature Profile Data 
0 D = o, (vertical position) 
Tp = 190.44 F 
X 0.5 iil 1.0 in 2.0 in 
Too 71.4 F 70.8 F 71.0 F 
n mv. . 'f( F) n mv. T( F) n mv. T( F) 
surface 3.237 171.20 3.260 172.12 3.271 172.56 
2 3.192 169.40 2 3.209 170.08 2 3.214 170.28 
4 3.094 165.50 4 3.107 166.00 4 3.125 166.72 
6 3.012 162.20 6 3.030 162.92 6 3.055 163.92 
8 2.921 158.52 8 2.950 159.68 8 2.985 161.12 
10 2.834 155.00 10 2.857 155.91 10 2.917 158.36 
12 2.758 151.91 12 2.775 152.60 12 2.855 155.83 
14 2.690 149.13 14 2.707 149.83 14 2.791 153.24 
16 2.625 146.46 16" 2.650 147.48 16 2.729 150.72 




o, . (vert:ica1 position) 
ip • 190~44 F 
X 3.0 ia. 5.0 in 8.0in 
Too 71.0 F 71.1 F 71.1 F 
n 1'EiiV. "f( I') n liPV'· T( F) n mv. T( F) 
surface 3.323 114 .. ~64 3.361 176.16 3.405 177.92 
2 3.271 112 .• 56 2 3.321 174.56 2 3.351 175.76 
4 3.219 1~0.48 4 3.aa6 171.16 4 3.271 172.56 
6 3.'1"'29 . 166.87 6 3.177 168.80 6 3.218 170.44 
8 3.051 .163. 76 8 3.105 l,P5.~2 8 3.165 168.32 
10 2.986 <:161.16 
'"'' ' 
10 3.046 163.56 10 3.111 166.16 
12 2."1~ 158.56 12 2.992 161.44 12 3.045 163.52 
14 2.85'9 155. ·5)6 14 ~.928 158.80 14 3.005 161.92 
16 2.808 153.92 16 2.877 156.72 16 2.952 159.76 
18 2.757 151.84 18 2.838 155.12 18 2.899 157.60 
52 
• (iJ - o, (vertical position) -
~= 190.44:F 
X 10.0 in 12.5 in 
~ 71.1 F 71.1 F 
n llilY. 'l'( ~) n mv. T( F) 
sur£a,c.e 3 .. 428 178.81 3.444 179.44 
a 3. 385· 177 .. 12 2 3.392 177.40 
4 3 .. 319 174.48 4 3.342 175.40 
6 3.250 171.72 6 3.281 173.00 
8 3.191 169.36 8 3.217 170.40 
10 3.144 167.48 10 3.165 168.32 
12 3 .• 098 165.64 12 3.123 166.64 
14 3.057 164.00 14 3.080 164.92 
16 3.009 162.08 16 3.033 163.00 
18 2.956 159.92 18 2.983 161.00 
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• c,f = 15 
'l'p = 188.88 F 
X o.s in 1.0 in 2.0 f.n 
Too 75.8 F 76.0 :r 76.0 F 
n mv. . 'f ( F) n mv. T( F) 'f1 lll'V. T( F) 
surface 3.2fa 170.~ 3.250 171.72 3.2'10 172.52 
2 3.173' 168.64 2 3.213 170.24 2 3.226 170.76 
4 3.114 i66.28 4 3·.160 168.12 4 3.13~ 167.16 
6 2.!J88 161.24 6 3.018' fli2~44 6 3.041 163.36 
8 2.873 156.56 8 ~.ns 158.80 8 g.,81 161.00 
10 2.796 1.53.44 10 2.832 154.8'8 HJ 2.926 158.72 
12 2.713 i%.os 12 2.774 152 • .96 12 2.863 156.16 
14 2.637 141.00 14 2.708 149.88 14 2.821 154.44 
16 2.554 143.56 16 2.656 147.12 16 2. 7"16 1.52.40 
18 2.477 i40.4i 18 . 2. 589 145.00 lB 2.712 15().00 
20 1!.538 142.9!. 00 2.652 147.56 





Tp = 188.88 F 
X 3.0 iu s ... o iu 8.0 in 
~ 76.6 F 75.0 F 75.5 F 
n mv. T( F) n l!l!l'V' .. T( F) n mv. T( F) 
surface .3.30J 174.00 3.369 176 .. 48 3.357 176.00 
2 .3.349 171.66 2 3.316 174.36 2 3.312 174.20 
4 .3.116 113.76 4 3.227 170.80 4 3.232 171.00 
6 .3.698 16.5.64 6 3.1.52 167.80 6 3.158 168.00 
8 .3. 044 163.5' 8 3 .. 090 16.§.32 8 3.108 166.00 
10 2.996 161.56 10 3.023 162.84 10 3.048 163.64 
lZ 2 .. 936 159.28 12 2.?$4 160.67 12 2.993 161.44 
14 2.881 1.56.38 14 a .. ta1 158.76 14 2.948 159.60 
16 2.832 1-54.83 16 2 .. 874 156.60 16 2.902 157.75 
18 z.n,s 15~ .. 72 18 2~831 1.54. 84 18 2.852 155.71 
go. 2.728 1.50.63 28 . 2.78n' 1Sl2.8& 20 2. 796 153.44 





Tp = 138 .. 88 J1 
X 10.0 iD 12.5 in 
'Fa, 15.8 .. 75.8 F 
a DI!V., T( Y) n ..... T( F) 
su.riaee 3.~5· 176.00 3.352 175.80 
2: 3 .. 307 174.00 2 3.322 174.60 
4 ~.~ 111.64 4 3.243 171.44 
6 3.171 168.56 i 3.1"60 168.12 
8 3.113 166.24 8 l-186 166.00 
10 3.@67 1'4;.40 10 3.0S8 164.00 
12 3'.003 161 .• 84 u . 3 •. 003 161.84 
14 2.954 159.84 14 a. 956 159.92 
16 2.917 15,8.36 16 2 .. 906 157.91 
18 2.866 156.28 18 2.848 155.S4 
20 2.807 153.88 20 2.790 153.20 
22 2.755 151.79 22 2.741 151.21 
56 
0 0 :a 30 
T~, = 183.32 F 
X ()~s in 1.0 in 2.0 in 
Teo 71.7 F 72.0 F 72.0 F 
n JIIV'. T( F) n mv. T( F) n mv. T( F) 
se:rfa~ ~.G'H 164.76 3.116 166.36 3.131 167.00 
a 3.046 16! • .56 2 3.089 165.28 2 3.095 165.52 
4 2.945 159.50 4 2.985 161.12 4 3.011 162.24 
' 
2.850 155.63 6 2.888 157.17 6 2.922 158.56 
8 2 .. 764 1.52.16 8 2.807 153.88 8 2.$56 155.88 
10 g .• 6'!13 14'9. 25 10 2 .• 730 150.76 10 2.801 153.64 
12 2.621'1 146.54 12 2.679 148.67 12 2.741 151.21 
14 2.556 143 .• '64 14 2.608 145.76 l4 2.694 14"9.29 
16 2.485 140.75 16 2.557 143 .• 68 1:6 2. ·640 147.08 
IS ·a .•. 432 l:ZJB.16 lti 2.:502 141.·44 18 2 .• 5.86 144.8>8 
.EO 2.437 138.67 20 2.517 142.00 
22 2.J7c0 136.00 22 2.479 140.50 
57 
0 
0 - 30 
-
Tl? • 183.32 F 
X 3.0 in 5.0 in 8.0 in 
Teo 71.8 i' 71.9 F 72.0 F 
n mv. T( F) n mv. T( F) n mv. T( F) 
surface 3;181 169.00 3.191 169.39 3.216 170.36 
2 3.113 1f;i~.24 2 3.150 167.72 2 3.152 167.80 
4 3.013 l.<i2.24 4 3.052 163.80 4 3.085 165.12 
6 2. 941 159.32 6 2.982 1~1.00 6 3.013 162.24 
8 2.883 157.00 8 2. 927 158.76 8 2.955 159.88 
10 2.822 154.48 10 2.872 156 .. 52 10 2.901 157.71 
12 2.778 152.72 12 2.822 154.48 12 2.868 156 .. 36 
14 2.728 1~0.68 14 2.770 152.40 14 2.805 153.80 
16 2.686 149.00 16 2.725 150.56 16 2. 768. 152.32 
18 2.624 146,.41 18 2.688 149.00 18 2.720 150.36 
20 2.565 144.00 20 2.622 146.33 
22 2.500 141.36 22 2.561 143.84 
58 




X 10.0 in 12.5 in 
Tea 71.9 :F 71.6 F 
'fl ~' ~( :1) D: DlV• 'l( P) 
surfa"ce 3~2.1· 110.36 3.194 169.48 
2 3.15'1' 168.00 2 3.147 167.60 
4 3;..,0'82,: ~s.oo 4 3;.063 164.24 
6 3 .. 002 l6g.60· 6 2:-993 161 •. 44 
8 2 •. 9·sa 1 . 59. 80 8. 2.935 1.5·9.08 
10 2.9\:0 1sa.oo 1Q 2.8.94 157.41 
12 2 ... 85:4. 1,5S. 7'9:, 12 2.827 154.68 
14 a .. 808. 153.~ 14 2.788 153.12 
1~ 2.74-5 l~.ao 16 2.722 1,50.44 
18 &,, 9,6.6 149:.38 
20 2.641 147.12 





Tl;l • 179.00 F 
X 0.5 in 1.0 in 2.0 in 
~ 70.8 F 71.0 F 71.0 F 
a mv. T( F) n mv. T( F) n mv. T( F) 
sur£.a.ce 3.11.8 166 .• 44 3.148 167.64 3.148 167.64 
2 3 .. 086 165.16 2 3.114 166.28 2 3.120 166.52 
4 3 .. 033 1j63.00 4 3.077 164.80 4 3.084 165.08 
6 2. 93·6 159.12 6 2. 952 159.76 6 2. 987 161.~0 
8 2;.856 155.88 8 2 .• 870 156.44 8 2~ 911 158.12 
10 2.782 152.88 10 2.814 154.16 10 2.848 155.54 
• 1'2. 2.730 150 •. .76 12 2.755 151.79 12 2.798 153.52 
14 2.67() 148.29 14 2.692 149.21 14 2.745 151.36 
16 2.621 146.29 16 2.643 147.20 16 2.691 149.17 
18 2 .• 562 143~88 18 2.598 145.36 18 2.647 147.36 
20 2.535 142.76· 20 2.587 144.91 
22 2.460 139.71 
60 
• 
11 • 45 
Tp = 179.00 F 
X .3.0 in 5.0 in 8.0 in 
'fco 71.1 F 71.5 F 71.5 F 
n 1D:V. ~( ,.., n mv. T( F) n mv. T( F) 
surfitee 3.162 i68.A~o 3.195 169.52 3.242 171.40 
2 3.125 ~~6."7P. 2 3.179 168.88 2 3.193 169.44 
4 .3.100 16~.12 4 3.158 168.00 4 3.170 168.52 
6 2.99.3 161.44 6 3.061 164.16 6 3.075 164.72 
8 2.938 15'9.00 8 2.985 161.12 8 3.00.3 161.84 
l.o 2.880 '156.84 10 2.931 158.92 10 2.946 159.52 
12 2.828 19..72 12 2.882 156.92 12 2.905 157.88 
14 2.78.3 '152 j~ . . 14 2.832 154.88 14 2.850 155.63 
16 2.733 i50.88 16 2.787 15.3.08 16 2.807 153.88 
18 .Z1168S 148.91 18 2.744 151.33 18 2.753 151.71 
20 2.643 147.20 20 2.701 149.58 
22 2.587 144.91 
61 
0 • 45 0 
~ • 179.00 F 
X 10 .• 0 in 
ll: llil.¥'.., l:( ~c} 
SUE~ 3 •. 2'40s 171.32 
a 3-.no, 1:70~12 
4 3~153 167.84 
6· 3.067 164.40 
s 3.003 161 •. 84 
t:o: 3.965 16Cl:.29 
1;2~ a. •. 91:5 I.5.tk35 
].;If., a . .sao 156.00 
62 
0 • • 60 
Tp = 195.·12 F 
X 1.0 in 2.0 i.n 3 .. 0 in 
'!'a:, 7'(}~8 F 70.8 F 71.0 F 
n •• ~(F) n mv .. T( F) n mv. T( F) sur£a'oe 3~fJ14" 1'64. 68 3.088 165.24 3.117 166.40 
a 3~043: 1'63.44 2 3.052 163.80 2 3.100 165.72 
4 3A)OtJ 161.76 4 3.034 163.08 4 3.063 164.24 
6 2. 913'3 158.·60 6 2.933 15;9.00 6 2.942 159.36 
8 a.asa· 155.71 8" a .. M3' 156.16 8 2.881 156.88 
1o,· 2.78i 153.08 10 2. 797' 153.60 10 2.811 154.00 
1~9 a. 12'6- 15o.601' 12 2.737 151.00 12 2.750 151.58 
14 &~656 141. 180 14 2.681 148.75 14 2.699 149.50 
16 a •. ooa 1~5.56 16 2.630 146.67 16 2.652 147.56 
18 2.561 143.84 18 2.583 144.75 18 2.617 146.13 
.63 
• G • 60 
Tp • 195.12 F 
X 5 .. 0 in 8.0 in 
Tat 70.8 p 71.0 F 
D .,_ '.r( :r) D. mv. T( F) 
surface 3.122 166.00 3.137 167.20 
z 3.11.0 166.12 2 3.097 165.60 
4 3.079 164.88 4 3.060 164.12 
6 2.983; 161.00 6 2.964 160.25 
8 2.906 157.91 8 2.900 157.67 
10 2.847 155.50 10 2.827 154.68 
12 2.781 152.84 12 2.780 152.80 
14 2.745 15\.38 14 2.725 150.56 
16 a.69S 149.33 
64 
• 0 - 75 
Tp • 179.32 F 
X 1.0 i.n 2.0 in 3.0 in 
Too 72.0 F 71.8 F 71.8 F 
n. lll:V. T,( F)' n. mv. T( F) n mv. T( F) 
surfa..ce 3.134 1:67.08 3.134 167.08 3.155 167.92 
2 3.090 165,.32 2 3.103 165.84 2 3.110 166.12 
4 3.046 163,.56 4 3.062 164.20 4 3.092 165.40 
6 2.982 161.00 6 2.998 161.64 6 3.000 161.72 
, 
8 2. 905 157.88 8 2 .. 933 159.00 8 2.896 157.50 
10 2.840 155.21 10 2.850 155.60 10 2.851 155.67 
La 2.783 ISa. 92 12 2.806 153.84 12 2.805 153.80. 
14 2.717 1.50.24- 14 2.752 151.67 
16 2.678 148.63 
65 
• f/J • 75 
T p • 179.32 F 
X 4.o in 5.0 :fn 6.0 in 
Teo 71.8 F 71.8 F 72.0 F 
n -tat"~ -r< n n mv. T( F) n mv. T( F) 
surface 3~166 168.36 3.186 169.16 3.183 169.04 
2 3.141 i6t.36 2 3.160 168.12 2 3.160 168.12 
4 3.124 166.68 4 3.136 167.16 4 3.138 167.24 
6 3.022 162.60 6 3.020 162.52 6 3.021 162.56 
8 2.945 159.48 8 2.956 159.92 8 2.944 159.44 
10 2.873 15'6.56 10 2.886 157.08 10 2.883 157 .oo 
12 2.823 t54.52 12 2.834 155.00 12 2.818 154.33 
14 2'. 770 152.40 14 2.783 152.92 14 2.772 152.48 
66 
. 0 
<' ;: 75 
X 8.0 ~n 
n ~Y· T( 1) 
~u:r£ac.e .3.l82 1,,9.~ 
2 3.160 l6$ 12 
< • 
4 3.108 166.QO 
6 3.044 16,3.4,8 
s 2.,955 1~9.~ 
1.0 2.888 157.17 
1.2 2.&2,0 l$4 .. 4Q 
14 2-.715 1.5a.60 
67 
• 0 • 90, (horizontal position) 
Tp • 167.77 F 
X 10.0 in 12.5 in 15.0 in 
Too 69.2 F 69.5 F 69.7 F 
n mv. T( F) n mv. T( F) n mv. T( F) 
surface 3 .. 117 166.40 3.116 166.36 3.116 166.36 
2 3.062 164.20 2 3.057 164.00 2 3.055 163.92 
4 3.007 162.00 4 3.000 161 .. 72 4 3.003 161.84 
6 2.898 157.58 6 2.895 157.44 6 2.905 157.88 
8 2.810 154.00 8 2.801 153.64 8 2.806 153.84 
10 2.747 151.44 1.8 2.740 151.17 10 2.747 151.44 
12 2.668 148. 2l"' 1& 2.666 148.13 12 2.671 148.33 
14 2.603 145.56 14 2.602 145.52 14 2.601 145.48 
16 2.536 142.83 
~ENDIX -B 





TABLE OF RESULTS 
• 0 - o, ( vertical position ) 
X 
'l'w ~ h NUz: Ra 
in. (F) (F) ~2 hr-ft -F -6 X 10 
0.5 171.20 71.40 1.0956 2.8840 0.00771 
1.0 172.12 70.80 l.l391 5.99q<) 0.06257 
2.0 172.56 71.00 1.0061 10.5875 0.50047 
3.0 174.64 ?1.00 0.9115 14.3687 1.70976 
5.Q 176.16 71.10 0.8613 22.6058 7.97360 
8.0 177.92 71.10 0.7770 32.5961 32.98081 
10.0 178.81 71.10 0.7569 39.6662 64.72883 
12.5 179.44 71.10 0.7037 46.0790 126.85310 
70 
X ~ Too h Ra 
*' 
atii 
-6 in; ( ( F) hf-:f't2-F X 10 
o.s iYis;U 1~.86 i.l100 2.9153 0.00721 
i.b i7~~t! +&.ao 1.0232 5.3696 0.05801 
2.0 172:g2 76;00 0.9884 10.3684 0.46654 
3.0 174:&> 76~00 0.8~ t4.oa1tl 1.~8957 
5.0 17,~48 75.00 0.8600 81a'.5116 1.516" 
8.0 it'6.06 75.50 0.82'86 34. 7&31 30.733014 
to.d t76~i6 "' .,,,. 0.7885 15.86 41.27ZO 59;.77699 
12.5 1'7S.S6 7:5~80 o. 7868 51.0925 lli). 80860 
71 
X 
'tw ~ h Nux Ra 
( 1') ( J') hr~~-F ... 6 ia., X 10 
o • .s lM,H 11.10 1.0982 2.9022 0.00736 
l..,O t",j6 12.00 1'.0662 5.2799 0.05932 
a .. o lt?'wtl& 72.00 0.9754 10.2946 0.47657 
~ .. 0 l&'f.-M 71.86 o.tto2 14.3'9'34 1.63412 
s .. o ~~.:JI! 71.90 6'.8542 ~.5050 7.57196 
& .. 81 11o.~ 72.00 0.8178 34.4.504 31.16670 
10i'.Oo i1~.36; n.~ 0.7965 41..9466 60.95833 
12.5 169.48 71.60 0.7758 51.1049 118.90530 
72 
• 
. rJ = 4:5 
X ~" ~ h NUz Ra 
i.n. ( }{). (-·~. ~ X 106 hr-£t •F 
> 
"''''' >m'""''-•' " 
o.s 1~-~, 7~~. 0.9794 2.5871 0.00754 J' . ,, *" : .~ .. , 
l..O 1~7.64, 7J-?Q\O. 0.~7 5.2187 0.06068 
"" \ ' il ~ ~· ' ' 
2.() 1GJ.64 7l.OO ().8614 9.1565. 0.48549 
3.0 1~.20 7l,.l0 Q.820l 12.98QS 
' , • I 
1.64207 
s.o 169.~ 71.50 Q.7,802 2().5600 7.6AA.~~ 
"! ,f . ., ~" \-,1 . ~ ' ;·. {~:;. ~. 
8.0 171.40 71.50 0.8084 34.0441 31.58795 
1.0.0 171.32 n.ao 0.7845 41.2897 61 .. 40776 
73 
X or,.,, Too h NUx Ra 
Bttl 
106 in. ( ~ (' F) hr~£t2-F X 
' '") , •. ,I<~ 
'\\h '"~~··~ 
1.0 164 •• 70.80 o.son 4.2368 - 0.05969 
2.0 16:9'.2, ro.so 0.819'8 8.6689 Q.47931 
3.0 166.40 71.00 0.9582 15.18S3 1.62541" 
., 
5.0 t6tt·oo· 70.80 0~75:5'5 19.9536 7~.55659 





• 0 = 75 
X Tw Too h NUx Ra 
Btu2 -6 
in. ( F) ( F) hr-ft -F X 10 
1.0 167;.08 72.00 0.7674 4.0496 0.05960 
2.0 167.08 71.80 0.5039 5.3181 0.47820 
3.0 167.92 71.80 0.7913 12.5207 1.62282 
4.0 168.36 71.80 0.6441 13.5849 3.85763 
5.0 169.16 71.80 0.7271 19.1599 7.57307 
6.0 169.04 72.00 0.7226 22.8505 13 .. 03917 
8.0 169.00 72.00 0.6621 27.9174 30.89982 
• Qj - = 90 ~ ( horizontal position ). 
X 
'rw Too h ~ Pr::. Ra Btu 
-6 in. (F) (F) hr-£t2-F EQ(24) X 10 
10.0 166.40 69.20 1.0337 146.727 147.508 1194.3770 
12.5 166.36 69.50 1.0428 148.082 146.996 1181.9650 
15.0 166.36 69.70 0.9775 138.785 146.855 1178.5700 
,,. 






























PROGRAM TO FIND T.HE EQUATION FIT THE DATA. 





PLOT (A SPECIAL PLOT SUBROUTINE PROVIOEO FOR 
THE $A ... PLE PROGRAM. J 
METHOO 
REFER TO 8. OSTlE., •STATISTICS IN RESEARCH'• 










3 FOMATI27HlPOlYNOHIAL REGRESSION ••••• ,A4,A2/J 
4 FORMATl23HONUMBER OF 08SERVATIONS,I6//J 
5 FORMATC32HOPOLYNOMIAL REGRESSION OF DEGREE, 13} 
6 FORMAT(l2HO INTERCEPT.,E20.7) 
7 FORMAT (26HO REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS/( 6EZ0.7J I 
8 FORMAT( 1H0/24X,24HANAL YSIS OF VARIANCE FOR~ 14, 
119H DEGREE POLYNOMIAL/I 
9 FORMAT{lK0,5X 7 l9HSOURCE OF VARIATION,7X,9HOEGREE OF,7X 
1, 6HSUM OF 1 9X,4HMEAN,lOX 11 1Hf,9X .,20HI MPROVEMENT IN TERMS 
2/33X, 7HFREEDO.H,8X, 7HSQUARES, 7X,6HSQUARE, ?X, 5HVALUE,8X, 
31 7HOF SUM OF SQUARES J 
10 FORMATI20HO DUE TO RE.GRESSION,lZX,I6,Fl7.5,Fl4.5,Fl3. 
1.5.,FZ0.51 
11 FORMATC32H DEVIATION ABOUT REGRESSION , I6,F17 •. 5,Fl 
14.5) 
12 FORMAT(8X,5HTOTAL 7 19X,I6,Fl7.5///J 
13 FORMAT I 17HO NO lMPROVEMENTJ 
14 FORMATflH0//27X, 18HTA8LE OF RESIDUALS// 
116H OBSERVATION NO., 5X 7 7HX VALUE, 7X, 7HY VALUE, 7X, 
210HY ESTIMATE,7X,8HRESIDUAL/) 
15 FORMAT (tHO, 3X:, I6,F 18. 5,Fllt.5,F 17. 5,F 15. 5) 
16 F0RMATlF10.31 








25 FORMAT (F 10.3) 
78 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C READ PROBLEM PARAMETER CARD 
c 
100 READ f5,ll PR,PRl,N,M 1 NPLOT 
c 
C PR •••• PROBLEM NUMBER (MAY BE ALPHAMERIC) 
C PR1 ••• PROBLEM NUMBER (CONTINUED) . 
C N. • ••• NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 
C M ••• • .HIGHEST DEGREE POLYNOMIAL SPECIFIED 
C NPLOT.OPTION CODE FOR PLOTTING 
C 0 IF PLOT IS NOT DESIRED. 
C 1 IF PLOT IS DESIRED. 
c 















WRITE (6,3) PR,PR1. 
WRITE (6,4) N 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
READ INPUT DATA 
DIMENSION NOOE(200J 




GO TO (101,102,103t104t105tl06,107,108,109,116J,NODAL 




GO TO 2000 




GO TO 2000 




GO TO 2000 




GO TO 2000 ' 




GO TO 2000 
106 DO 1006 I=I,N 
J=l+I 
XCIJ=(0.00298*2.*fi-1JJ/12. 
1006 REA0(5,21J X(JI 
GO TO 2000 
107 DO 1007 l=l,N 
J=L+I 
X(IJ=t0.0~2~8*2•*CI-lt),lZ. 
1007 REAOC5,22J XCJ} 
GO TO ZOOO 
108 DO 1008 l~l,N J=L+I . . . 
Xttl=(0.00298*2•*CI-l))flZ. 
'1008 REA0{5,23J XCJJ 
c 
GO TO 2000 
109 00 1009 I=l,N 
J=L+I 
X(I)=(0.00298*2•*(1-1J)/12. 
1009 REAOf5,241 X(J) 
GO TO 2000 
110 00 1010 l=l,N 
J=L+I 
Xfll=C0.00298*2•*(l-l)J/12. 
1010 REA0(5,251 X(JJ 







DO 200 I=l,M 
I SAVE( I J=l 
C FORM SUBSET OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
c 
c 
C INVERT THE SUBMATRIX OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
c 
CALL MINV (OJ,I,OET9 8,TJ 
c 
19 
CALL MULTR (N 9 I,X8AR,STO,SUMSQ,Ol,E,ISAVE,8,S8,T,ANS) 
c 
C PRINT THE RESULT OF CALCULATION 
c 
WRITE {6,.5) I 
IFfANS(7}) 140,1309 130. 
130 SUMIP=ANS(4J-SUM 
IF(SUMJP t 140, 140, 150. 
140 WRITE (6•13) 
GO TO ZlO 
150 WRITE (6,6) ANSCll 
c 
WRITE {6,7) fBtJJ,J=l,l) 
WR IT E C 6, 8 t I 
WRITE f679) 
SUH:!ANtSf 4) 
WRITE (6,10) I~ANSf4),ANS(6l,ANSflOt,SUMIP 
NI=ANS(8) 
WRITE 16,11) NI,ANS{7t,ANSI9J 
WRITE (6,12) NT,SUMSQ(MM) 









C TEST WHETHER PLOT IS DESIRED 
c 
210 IF(NPLOT) 100, lOOt 220 
c 
C CALCULATE ESTIMATES 
c 
220 NP3=N+N 


















C PRINT TABLE OF RESIDUALS 
c 
WRITE (6,3) PR,PRl 









250 WRITE (6,15) I,P(IJ,P(NP2J,PlNP3J,RESIO 






• PROGRAM 2 • 
•••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PROGRAM TO FINO: CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, 
LOCAL NUSSELT NUMBER AND LOCAL GRASHOF NUMBER FOR A 
PARTICULAR INCLINATION ANGLE•••••••••••••*•••••••••••• 
W= ANGLE OF INCliNATION. 
TS= SURFACE TEMPERATURE. 
TA= AHBIEtiT AIR TEMP •. 
TT(l)= TEMP. OlFF. BET. SURFACE AND AMBIENT AIR 
G= GRAVITATION FORCE 
A= KINETIC VISCOSiTY 
B= VOLUMETRIC COEF. OF EXPANSION 
Y(N)= lG*8)/(A**2•) 
X= DISTANCE FROM LEADING EDGE IN INCH 
l(KKJ= TEMP. FOR EACH YINJ, FROM TABLE 
H= HEAT TRANSFER COEF. BY CONVECTION 
HC= HEAT TRANSFER COEFF. BY CONDUCTION. 
GRX= lOCAl GRASHOF NUN6ER. 
PR= PRANOTL NUMBER • 
UX= LOCAL NUSSELT NUMBER. 
RA=RAYLEIGH NUMBER 








WRITE( 3, 200 J • 






INTERPOLATED PART • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
00 2 K=lt5 
R=l. 















TO FIND THE CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEF., LOCAl~ 







WRITEI3,300) Xl I ),TS( IJ,TACI ),H(Il ,uX,RA 
1 CONTINUE 
100 FORMAT(//4X,•FOR ANGLE OF INCLINATION=•,F6.4,2X, 
l'RAOIAN') 
200 FORHATC//4X, 1 X IN INCH•,4X,•SURFACE TEMP.•,4X,•AMBIENT 
lAIR TEMP.•,4X,•CONVECTIVE COEF. 1 ,9X,•NUSSELT NO. •,9Xt 
!'RAYLEIGH NO. 1 ) 
300 FORMAT(//6X,F5.2,6X,F8.4,12X,F8.4tlOX,Fl0.4tl2XtFl0.4, 
llOX,Fl5.3) 
DATA 
END 
STOP 
END 
1..71266 
